A model for the liquid-glass transition, based on a percolation blocking of local chemical order, is proposed. The case of metallic liquids and glasses, whose structure is dominated by first neighbour chemical arrangement, is first treated. The chemical ordering "reaction" of the liquid phase is studied at thermodynamical equilibrium and the increase of the chemical order parameter with decreasing temperature is calculated. Within a given composition interval, however, a geometrical percolation process is shown to block this reaction below a "percolation temperature" (corresponding to null cooling rate) where the liquid is irreversibly frozen into a glass. The liquid-glass "phase diagram" is established and kinetic arguments, involving "frustrated" finite clusters which are formed close to the percolation threshold, provide an evaluation of the experimentally measured "glass transition temperature" as a function of cooling rate. The validity of this one order parameter model is then discussed with the help of the irreversible thermodynamics theory of Prigogine.
Introduction
Most transitions between bulk phases are dominated by first neighbour interactions (Turnbull [1] ).
More specifically, the so called glass transition between liquid and glass phases seems to be tightly related with short range chemical order phenomena, which are expressed by the formation of prepeaks in the diffraction patterns (Cahn [2] , Bormann and Zöltzer [3] , Steeb and Hezel [4] , Bletry [5] , Lamparter, Sperl, Steeb, and Bletry [6] ). On the other hand, amorphization of metallic elements seems to be very difficult, if not impossible (Jäckle [7] ), while tetravalent elements, which do exhibit a prepeak in their diffraction patterns (Bletry [8] ), can become amorphous.
In order to interpret these facts, we propose a model of the glass transition which is based on a percolation blocking of local chemical order (Bletry [9] ). The case of close packed metallic glasses is analyzed from topological, thermodynamical and kinetic points of 
Glass Transition in Binary Alloys

Topology
Sticky Hard Sphere Model
The structure of binary liquid or glassy alloys can be represented with good accuracy by close packed random networks of spheres, taking into account atomic size and chemical order effects [5, 8] .
In order to represent safely liquid and glassy struc- Lemaignan [14] ) and to computer calculations [8] , y is practically independent of the sphere diameter ratio
(if e is small, i.e. | e | < 0.5), the atomic concentrations c,-and the chemical order parameter to be defined later.
In close packed random networks of spheres y is equal to [13, 14] / cp = 0.637.
However, this value depends slightly on "sphere shaking" 1 and is still lacking any mathematical foundation.
On the other hand, and according to the previous definitions, the packing fraction of a glass depends only on its structure and does vary neither with tem- -i < c = HiiSLüh < i iU where r/^ is the average number of; spheres contacting an / sphere, and r]fj is the same "partial coordination number" in a chemically disordered mixture (with equal packing fraction and composition).
Conversely, partial coordination numbers can be derived from c ( , e, and by the relations [8] :
where rj is the overall average coordination number associated with the packing fraction y, and e is small with respect to 1. 
and the order parameter £ reaches its maximum value
According to our model this percolation blocking of local chemical order is responsible for the glass transition.
Glass Forming Phase Diagram
The percolation blocking process only works in the interval where white spheres meet "strictly grey" partners (while they would like to meet black partners), i.e. Equation (6) can be extended (with care) to sphere mixtures with size effect [8] . One then obtains the generalized expression of the unsymmetrical composition interval for glass formation:
1 +2s
Relation (7) could account for the few glass forming phase diagrams measured on metallic glasses [3] . 
Thermodynamics
Since a percolation blocking of the ordering of subatomic size holes, which subsist in a close packed arrangement, is very unlikely, in contrast with the case of atomic size holes which exist in tetracoordinated glasses. 
U&y) {(c)Z=p/(y-p)
Line:
where the sterical factors 1+e and 1 -e account for the atomic size difference. This first order "gas approximation" neglects the interactions between first neighbours of a given atom but is quite sufficient for our purpose (Bethe [16] ).
If V tj represents the potential interaction energy of i -j pairs and all other energy contributions (like vibration energies which do not vary significantly upon ordering) are neglected, application of the law of mass action to reaction (8) gives
Ni: (9) where the size difference has been neglected (e = 0) and the entropy factor 2 takes into account the respective symmetries of 11, 22 and 12 pairs (Rocard [17] ),
is the driving energy difference for chemical ordering.
A straightforward calculation then leads to the rela- ViW-p' (11) where an infinite cluster of contacting white spheres is formed. Below T p , £ should then remain locked at t p in an out of equilibrium glassy state.
In contrast with the free volume percolation theory 
y(T)-p
However, this sharp transition at T p cannot be observed because it requires an infinitely slow cooling rate. At high temperature in the equilibrium liquid, the order parameter £ and the fictitious white sphere concentration are small ( (10) and (3) T a
Transformation Interval of Metallic Glasses
The glass transformation interval can only be calculated from (12) in the very few cases where £>i(Tg), dl2, and R are known.
However, the case of Ni-B metallic glasses, whose chemical ordering has been proved by neutron diffraction experiments [6] , allows (12) 
Discussion Based on Irreversible
Processes Thermodynamics
The present model gives a simple physical meaning to the extensive order parameter E introduced by Prigogine and Defay [26] in their description of the irreversible glass transition. Rewriting reaction (8) as 
is fulfilled, where Ay, AC p , and Aa are respectively the differences between the liquid and the glass compressibilities, specific heats and dilatation coefficients around Tg.
Since condition (14) is seldom fulfilled, many authors have introduced a spectrum of order parameters ( [20, 25] , Gardon and Narayanaswamy [27] ) to interpret the experimental results more accurately. The present model could also be improved either by taking into account the cluster size distribution or by introducing next neighbour order parameters.
Glass Transition in Tetravalent Compounds
Hole Ordering
At first sight it would seem that the glass transition in loosely packed tetracoordinated glasses [amorphous elements (silicon, germanium), silicate, fluoride and phosphate glasses, amorphous ice, etc.] cannot be interpreted within the preceeding framework.
However, it was shown in [8] 
Structure of Amorphous Tetravalent Elements
Model ofTetracoordinated Glasses
In the most simple case of tetravalent elements, and by analogy with their cubic diamond cristalline structure, one may assume that atoms and holes have identical diameters and concentrations. The atomic packing fraction of these glasses is then given by yf = 0.5y?h = 0.32 *2p, i.e. very close to the cubic diamond value ,-^#-034.
The flexibility of the bond angle in tetracoordinated liquids explains why they are denser than the corresponding crystalline phases whose bond angle is rigidly locked at 109 c 47 (Si, Ge. III -V compounds, etc.). Conversely, the "rigidification" of bond angles, (or the ordering of atomic holes), which is responsible for the prepeak increase in the diffraction patterns, explain why the liquid water density decreases with decreasing temperature below 4 C C. This tetracoordinated glassy network is probably very close to the Zachariesen [28] and Polk [29] polytetrahedral network. However, the explicit introduction of holes allows the glass transition to be related to the structural evolution.
Amorphous Silicon and Germanium
Model and experimental densities, coordination numbers and structure factors of amorphous silicon (Moss and Graczyk [30] ) and germanium (Etherington, Wright, Wenzel, Dore, Clarke, and Sinclair [31] )
do not differ by more than 10% [8] . The rustic holeatom model therefore provides a first approximation for the structural description of tetracoordinated systems.
Structure of Amorphous III-IV Compounds
In analogy with their zinc blende crystal structure, where first neighbour pairs are exclusively III -V heteroatomic pairs, the glassy structure of III -V com- 
Transformation Interval of Silica
In the high temperature crystalline phases of silica (cristobalite and tridymite), silicon atom tetrahedra are formed which delimit atomic size "cages" (Soules [33] ). In glassy silica one therefore expects that silicon atoms will form the tetracoordinated amorphous network described in section 2-2-1 (one does not consider here the traditional Si04 tetrahedra!).
X-ray diffraction measurements performed by
Leadbetter and Wright [34] on the chemically homologous system Ge02 confirm this model. In that case, he diffracted intensity is dominated by the contribution of germanium atoms and practically identical (within a similarity transformation) with the structure factor of the tetracoordinated amorphous network.
A numerical estimation of the temperature interval for the glassy transformation of pure silica may therefore be derived from (12) . Using the Brebec, Seguin, Sella, Bevenot, and Martin measurements [35] 
Fractography
The "fractal nature" [11] of glass fracture surfaces down to the nanometer scale can be directly infered from the percolation process underlying the glass transition. More precisely, it may be assumed that the glass composite structure described in Section 2-3-1 will be revealed by fracture surfaces, since "chemically frustrated clusters" should have a lower mechanical strength than the matrix made of "chemically satisfied surrounded atoms". The size of nanometric "islands"
observed by atomic force microscopy on the mirror zone of fracture surfaces (Creuzet and Guilloteau [36] ), or by high resolution electron microscopy on silica fiber tips (Ajayan and Sumio Iijima [37] ), could thus be identified with the average size of frustrated clusters w The cluster size can also be connected to the "char- should increase with decreasing cooling rate. The fractal law followed by glass fracture surfaces could then be justified from the nanometer to the macroscopic scale, since it is well known that tempered glass breaks into smaller pieces than annealed glass, because of the differences in stress distribution, but also because of "structural inhomogeneities" (Acloque [38] , Gardon [39] ).
Conclusion
It has been shown here that the glass transition in metallic and tetracoordinated glasses can be explained by a percolation blocking of local chemical order upon cooling. This percolation model can also explain the fractal shape of the glass fracture surfaces down to nanometric distances.
On the other hand, this description could likely be extended to all glassy systems where a short range chemical order condition has to be respected. For example, ionic bonding glasses should also be studied in that way, using a non additive distance model for their structural representation [8] ,
